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In 2014, the Birmingham Museum (formerly the Birmingham Historical Museum and Park) showed a large display dedicated to CREEM magazine as part of the Sounds of Birmingham: A Community of Music exhibition. America's only rock 'n' roll magazine, as CREEM called itself, was published from offices in downtown Birmingham from 1973 to 1986. He was second only to Rolling Stone, and is being
removed by his bold style of gonzo rock journalism, especially associated with legendary rock critic Lester Bang. CREEM began the careers of many other renowned and talented writers and photographers, and was a significant force in American music culture during its heyday in the 1970s and early 1980s. Despite the historical and cultural significance of the magazine, our exhibition was the first in-depth
curatorial presentation of CREEM in a museum setting. We have worked with former CREEM employees and done more research to help tell the unique story of the journal. The exhibition attracted attention from all over the country and spawned two meetings (one of which was recorded on video in the format of oral history) of former editors and photographers creEM. It also led to the donation of the most
significant collection of CREEM materials to any government agency - the personal collection of Charlie Auringer, the longtime art director of CREEM from 1969-1986. The Charlie Auringer collection consists of photographs and images, negatives, slides, pre- and post-product art, layouts, corporate documents, clippings of newspaper and trade publications and other ephemeral, merchandising, books and
dozens of magazine issues. In addition, the museum has acquired 74 additional editions of magazines, a total of 108. Other photos, memorabilia and historical materials associated with CREEM are still donated to our permanent collection, helping to create more extensive archives. (Photo, right; Artistic director Charlie Auringer at CREEM offices, c. 1976)The purpose of the Birmingham Museum is to
make these materials accessible to the public electronically as well as physically. The collection is being processed, but check back to get more information about our progress. You can get to the museum from Wednesday to Saturday on 248-530-1928. Scott Crawford's new documentary, The Boy Howdy: The Story of CREEM Magazine Features Content from the Birmingham MuseumFor its just-released
documentary about the iconic 1970s rock magazine, Scott Crawford interviews former CREEM employees right here at the Birmingham Museum. A former CREEM art and writing officer came to celebrate the installation of Charlie Oringer's reading room in June 2017. Crawford and his film crew used the opportunity to interview several former employees, including writer/editor Susan Whitall and J.J.
Kramer, son of CREEM founder Barry Kramer. The documentary (Boy Howdy: A Story of CREEM Magazine) is currently being shown at venues throughout Motor City. If plan to check it out, look for settings around Birmingham Museum in the background (such as our wood-panelled library) and the B-roll of our permanent CREEM exhibition. Oh, and for those of you who have particularly sharp eyes, you
may notice a certain period typewriter with the iconic logo of our exhibition, which was used for film poster and promotional materials. In addition, Friends of the Birmingham Museum gave a generous dontaion to support crowdfunding to launch the cost of the film. More CREEM at Birmingham Museum Birmingham Museum has completed the installation of the Charlie Auringer Reading Room. Charlie
Auringer (rock photographer and longtime art director from the inception of CREEM in 1969 to 1986) donated his collection of magazine editions, objects, memorabilia and other CREEM documents to our museum, making it the most important CREEM collection available to the public. (Auringer is pictured left, sitting at a typewriter exhibition with J.J. Kramer, son of CREEM co-founder Barry Kramer)
Visitors can immerse themselves in a remodeled CREEM office with an interactive IBM Selectric typewriter (as in CREEM edits), surrounded by many original artifacts. Full access to fully digitized full-term CREEM issues is available at our research station in the exhibition (Watch a fascinating YouTube interview with Auringer on BackstageGallery.com about his work and days in the magazine.) Check out
our online Search for Help for our Charlie Auringer Collection of corporate documents, clippings, photography, graphic art and more. Boy, Howdy! And a little more CREEM Interest in CREEM has been on the rise, from researchers to documentary filmmakers. Check out the links below for the last two audio interviews. Former CREEM writers Susan Whitall and Bill Holdship were featured on Ann Delisi
Essential Music. In this 15-minute interview, the two talk about what it was like behind the scenes at CREEM, and why it's an important part of rock history. Listen to the interview with Ann Delisi (on the permission of WDET-FM and Ann Delisi's main music program). Michigan Public Radio in Stateside with Cynthia Candy featured an interview with former CREEM editor Susan Whitall and Birmingham
Museum Director Leslie Pielack about CREEM's influence on the American rock music scene and some of Ms. Whitall's experiences with bands, fans and legendary collaborators. Listen to the interview. People sometimes ask why a serious, well-educated, intelligent guy like me spends his time and enthusiasm on the most minor passing trends and the most flimsy, crappy music he can find. And I don't
know what to say. I just can't get into George Harrison, Seals and Crofts or even Van Morrison and the Band. I like that stuff, but it just doesn't excite... Continue reading pop as John Cordosh's zen disease: Inside the hallowed halls of 80s Creem by Anthe Rhodes (May 2004) John Cordos can dazzle anyone with science or pop culture. was a savvy Crema who willingly went on these good and not very
good nights with a full range of musicians. Cordosh, however, went on a completely different career than his colleagues. Starting as a chemist for Dow... Continue reading from the archives: John Cordos (2004) That night, after I interviewed Hoffman, I went back to my hotel room and dreamed of Lester, something that happens with some regularity. In his dream, he didn't die, he was hiding somewhere.
Expectations. This time I asked him where he was. He told me Florida. I was just waiting for you to get it right,' he told me. ... Continue reading Lester and Philip Steven Rosen gets his byline on Stephen Ward (September 2003) Veteran rock writer Steven Rosen has been traveling with musicians and profiling their mostly guitarists since the early 70s. He wrote for almost every rock edition under the sun.
Here, Rosen reflects on the five magazines that stand out for him. Rolling Stone May be the crowning glory in my literary kingdom. I broke them a story about bad ... Continue reading from the archives: Steven Rosen (2003) I'm not shy about saying - and hardly alone, I suspect - that my first meaningful encounter with Lou Reed was through Leicester Bangs. I had heard of Reed before, was familiar with
Walk on the Wild Side, which I thought was just a little more unusual radio song than dozens of unusual radio songs, then a dominant ether (although something or someone... Continue reading Lou Reed Jaan Uhelszki: Confessions of former Kid subscription Scott Woods (April 2002) As one of Cream's senior editors during the 70s, Detroit native Jaan Uhelszki was an integral voice during the magazine's
most legendary stage. Uhelszki wrote various columns and dozens of reviews for Creem, although her real forte was a profile feature, particularly her interview with what used to be disparagingly known as the third... Continue reading from the archives: Jaan Uhelszki (2002) Cream in Canadian Communication: An Interview with Alan Nister Andrew Lapointe (April 2002) Barbecue and Weekend Trips with
Lester Bangui, Dangerous Encounters on Cass Avenue in Detroit, and the shenanigans of Richard Meltzer: These are just some of the memoirs of rock critic Alan Nister has Creem magazine. Nister is a native of Windsor, Ontario, but grew up with his eyes buried in a rock rag from... Continue reading from the archives: Alan Nister (2002) This trashiness was associated with Detroit. In their editorial in the
March 1970 Michigan scene today, Barry Kramer, Deday LaRene, and Dave Marsh wrote: It was rock 'n' roll music that first attracted us from our intellectual covens and suburban shells because life in Detroit is deeply anti-intellectual, since its institutions are industrial and business. This setting, according to the editorial, bore ... Continue reading was Creem a bastion of anti-intellectualism? Pt. II Creem
writers - Lester Bangs, Dave Marsh and Nick Toshes, who were three of the most famous - explored rock with a bombast that was clever but anti-intellectual, amateur and artificial low eyebrow, positioning itself between the diligent class of New York writers and the reverence that came from San Francisco. If Goldstein presents a predicament of what critical practice should be... Continue reading was
Creem a bastion of anti-intellectualism? By no means a comprehensive or compelling review of the Canadian trio of power that once (much less now) has come under the skins of more rock critics than any other rock or pop artist going. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cream, June 1981 For the recording, these three drummer Neil Peart, who writes all the lyrics of the band and takes less solo than one
would expect; guitarist Alex Lifeson, whose mile-per-minute buzz is more numb than interesting; and bassist, keyboardist and singer Geddy Lee, whose surprisingly high lament often sounds like Mr. Bill singing heavy metal. If only Mr. Sluggo was on hand to give these guys a couple of good beats... - Steve Pond, review rush live in Los Angeles, Rolling Stone, 1980 Geddy Lee's high-register vocal style has
always been the band's signature - and sometimes a focal point for criticism, especially in the early years of Rush's career, when Lee's vocals were high, with a strong semblance of other singers like Robert Plante. A review in the New York Times opined that Lee's voice offers a munchkin giving a sermon. Although his voice has softened over the years, he is often referred to as crying. His instrumental
abilities, on the other hand, are rarely criticized. - Wikipedia article on Rush - Mark Coleman and Ernesto Lechner, The New Rolling Stone Album Guide, 2004 Continue reading Critical Collage: Rush vs. Critics Critics creem magazine archives birmingham mi
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